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Chapter 1: Introduction 

• New material was added to categorize service businesses into four main types. New examples from 
Apple Computer and IBM were added. The section on careers in OSCM was streamlined. The OSCM 
concepts timeline now includes the Internet of Things (which has become a major topic in the old ERP 
chapter). The section “How Does Wall Street Evaluate Efficiency?” has been removed from the chapter 
and is now an Analytic Exercise at the end of the chapter. This material can now be optionally assigned 
as an exercise.  

 
Chapter 2: Strategy 

• The opening vignette now features Alphabet’s (Google’s) operations strategy. The material on 
sustainability was moved to learning objective 5 (the last one in the chapter). This change was 
suggested by book adopters. The chapter now starts with defining operations and supply chain 
strategy. BMW is now a featured example in “The Notion of Trade-Offs” section. The Tao of Timbuk2 
case as updated to reflect what the company is currently doing (outsourcing some items to China).  

 
Chapter 3: Design of Products and Services 

• An OSCM at Work box entitled Samsung Electronics—“Inspire the World, Create the Future” was 
added. The IKEA case was shortened and updated to reflect what the company is doing with mugs 
now. A new exercise entitled “Case: Comparison of Competing Products” was added to replace the 
Dental Spa case. The new case is designed to show the student how to identify product attributes that 
are important to customers interested in purchasing a product. The new case can be used as an in-
class exercise or as an assignment.  

 
Chapter 4: Projects 

• The chapter was reorganized by moving network planning models after earned value management 
concepts. This places more management (big picture) topics early in the chapter and the analytics 
later, a change suggested by book adopters. The Analytics Exercise: “Product Design Project” was 
updated to bring it more in line with current practice.  

 
Chapter 5: Strategic Capacity Management 

• The opening vignette now features Tesla and Model 3 manufacturing. Example 5.1: “Determining 
Capacity Requirements” was totally rewritten to make it easier to understand. The Shouldice Hospital 
case was updated based on what is currently happening with the Canadian company.  

 
Chapter 5S: Investment Analysis 

• This is a supplement that can be optionally assigned. Because many product, project, and capacity 
decisions require a financial analysis the supplement was placed here so students have a quick 
reference to the basic concepts such as fixed and variable costs, payback calculations, and present 
value analysis.  

 
Chapter 6: Learning Curves 

• The opening vignette now features Tesla and the learning curve experienced by the company during 
the initial production of their Model S, X, and 3 cars. Rather than using the learning curve tables, 
students are now directed to a new app that can be run from a cell phone for doing these calculations. 
The app is free and can be accessed through the author’s website.  

 
Chapter 7: Manufacturing Processes 

• Example 7.1: “Break-Even Analysis” was changed to make it easier to understand.  
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Chapter 7S: Manufacturing Technology 

• This is a supplement that describes the technologies used in manufacturing. Terminology such as 
numerically controlled machines, robots, and manufacturing cells are described. This can be optionally 
assigned depending on the emphasis in the course.  

 
Chapter 8: Facility Layout 

• The opening vignette now features the Amazon Go cashier-less grocery store. The Analytics Exercise: 
“Designing a Manufacturing Process” was updated to better reflect current industry thought.  

 
Chapter 9: Services 

• The opening vignette now features Amazon. A new section (and key term) was added that describes 
Web platform businesses. These are the new virtual services that operate completely from the 
Internet. The distinction between “pure” and “hybrid” business is made in the description. The case 
Pizza USA was updated.  

 
Chapter 9S: Health Care 

• This is a supplement that describes how this industry works from an operations and supply chain view. 
Technology, inventory management, and performance measures are topics covered in the supplement.  

 
Chapter 10: Waiting Line Analysis and Simulation 

• The notation used in the queuing models was simplified to make it less confusing. Rather than using 
equations and tables, students are now directed to a new app that can be run from a cell phone for 
doing these waiting line calculations. The app is free and can be accessed through the author’s 
website.  

 
Chapter 11: Process Design and Analysis 

• The Las Vegas S machine example has been updated to reflect the current state of automation. A new 
case entitled “Runners Edge” replaces the casino money-handling case. The new case centers on the 
analysis of a call center process.  

 
Chapter 11S: Operations Consulting 

• This supplement describes management consulting companies and the operations and supply chain 
consulting practices run by these companies. The economics of how levels of employees are used and 
the types of projects undertaken are described. The tools used by the companies are also described. 
The idea of the supplement is to relate what these companies do to the material in the book.  

 
Chapter 12: Six Sigma Quality 

• The opening vignette now features Disney. The description of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality 
Award was updated. The explanation of the goal of having 3.4 defects out of a million units was 
simplified. The case “Tesla’s Quality Challenge” was updated based on what the company is now doing 
with the Model 3 and Model Y.  

 
Chapter 13: Statistical Quality Control 

• The notation and terminology that relates to the “sample” standard deviation was made consistent 
throughout the chapter.  
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Chapter 14: Lean Supply Chains 

• The opening vignette describes the “Toyota—New Global Architecture” that standardizes the size and 
position of key components in their cars. This streamlines car design and manufacturing. A new 
learning objective was added: Explain lean design principles. The value stream mapping exhibits were 
updated to clarify terminology. The key term heijunka (smoothing or leveling) was added.  

 
 
Chapter 15: Logistics, Distribution, and Transportation 

• The opening vignette is now about Fedex and the hidden speed arrow in its logo. The definition of the 
key term logistics was updated to reflect current thought. The material on trading blocs was updated to 
reflect current happenings.  

 
Chapter 16: Global Sourcing and Procurement 

• The section “Supply Chain Uncertainty Framework” was changed to make it easier to understand. 
Example 16.2: “Inventory Turnover Calculation” was updated based on current Apple Computer data.  

 
Chapter 17: The Internet of Things and ERP 

• This chapter was updated to capture current computing trends and technology. The opening vignette 
discusses wireless and “cloud” computing. The key term Internet of Things was added to the material. 
A description of the term and how it relates to new types of data was included in the chapter. This is 
all related to ERP systems, which are still the backbone of OSCM planning and control. The cash-to-
cash cycle time calculations were removed from this chapter. These calculations are now included in 
the Analytical Exercise in Chapter 1.  

 
Chapter 18: Forecasting 

• Some notation changes were made to clarify equations. The material covering the calculation of season 
factors using least squares regression decomposition was removed from the chapter based on input 
from reviewers. The calculation of seasonal indexes using other methods is still included in the chapter.  

 
Chapter 19: Sales and Operations Planning 

• Only some minor edits were made.  
 
Chapter 19S: Linear Programming Using the Excel Solver 

• This supplement was placed here so that it can be conveniently used with the Sales and Operations 
Planning chapter. The material on graphical linear programming was removed from the supplement.  

 
Chapter 20: Inventory Management 

• The opening vignette now features Amazon. The definition of inventory was changed to be easier to 
understand. Some minor edits were made to some notations for more consistency.  

 
Chapter 21: Material Requirements Planning 

• The opening vignette was updated to feature the iPhone X.  
 
Chapter 22: Workcenter Scheduling 

• Only minor changes to supplement references were made to this chapter.  
 
Chapter 22S: Theory of Constraints 

• This streamlined supplement now complements the material in Chapter 22. 
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